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From the 
editor’s desk
We have used the word ‘inspirational’ 
a great deal during the past fourteen 
months. It has become synonymous 
with the way many people have 
reacted to a global crisis – the health 
service, those working in social 
welfare, neighbours, fundraisers, 
company owners who have had to 
re-think their businesses. We have put 
science and technology on the centre 
stage and in our living rooms most 
evenings – in news bulletins, Downing 
Street press conferences and prime 
time documentaries. But we MUST 
ensure that engineering is represented 
at the same level.

There is an understanding within 
the profession that there has never 
been a better opportunity to highlight 
the enormous contribution that 
engineers play in serving society and 
in determining the way in which we 
will live, work, play and travel in the 
future. Recognising the importance of 
the message, participants in the WES 
virtual Annual Conference this year 
gave a collaborative ‘thumbs up’ to the 
need to impress upon the mass media, 
educators, and the younger generation 
the vital role that engineers play in our 
world and the immense opportunities 
for rewarding careers in the profession. 

WES has a pivotal role in supporting 
women engineers during their first 
steps into the world of work and 
throughout their careers. 

We are also delighted to be able to 

Lynn Postle, FICME

wes1919

@wes1919

Women’s 
Engineering Society

celebrate the achievements of women 
(and men) at all stages of their careers 
and champion diversity and inclusivity. 
The recent nominations and winners 
in the IET Young Woman Engineer of 
the Year Awards (see pages 4-5) is 
indicative of the widespread potential 
for the future. 

We thank all our contributors and 
everyone involved in helping us to 
spread the word and we look forward 
to continuing the campaign with 
#EngineeringHeroes at this year’s 
International Women in Engineering 
Day (23 June).

Spreading the word, positive 
role models and mentoring – these 
activities will help us promote the 
virtues of an engineering career. We 
have the chance to reach a global 
audience keen to understand how 
society can solve the most important 
issues for us all – the time is NOW!

Next issue contribution deadline –      
10 June 2021

President’s Message
It is so fitting that our recent WES Annual 
Conference was themed ‘serving society’; 
because it is due to the efforts of so many 
engineers and scientists that we can 
finally start to look with cautious optimism 
at the future and the hope that we may 
not have Covid completely beaten but 
might have it under some kind of control. 
We had a stunning line up of speakers 
and it was really thought provoking to 
look across the full gamut of roles and 
the insight of the presenters (see pages 
9-11). However, even though, given the 
current circumstances, the conference 
was a great success – I do hope that next 
year we will be able to meet face to face 
and enjoy real networking once again!

Our strategy review is nearing 
completion and I expect to be able to 
share the finalised version with you 
soon. We are currently getting some 
initial feedback from a small group of 
patrons and volunteers. One thing is 
certain though, whatever the strategy, our 
volunteers and members are at the heart 
of all that we do. I think that is why I have 
really missed the broader networking 
and conversations that you can have at a 
face to face event, which simply are not 
feasible in the virtual environment. So, I 
really do hope that when I write for the 
next edition of The Woman Engineer, we 
have managed to get fully out of lockdown 
and back to holding physical events. 

Continue to stay safe and let’s all 
ensure that we can finally re-learn 
physical over virtual!
Dawn Childs FREng

don’t miss
Check the WES website for events and updates at:
www.wes.org.uk/events/wes-events

@womensengsoc
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INWED 2021

INWED is the world’s largest initiative 
celebrating the achievements of women in 
engineering and allied roles. It gives women 
engineers around the world a profile when 
they are still hugely under-represented in 
their professions. As the only platform of its 
kind, it also plays a vital role in encouraging 
more girls and young women to take up 
engineering careers.

To keep up to date with plans for INWED 
2021, sign up to our dedicated INWED 
newsletter at inwed.org.uk or follow us 
on Twitter and Instagram.

INWED21 ‘selfie cards’ now 
available to download
We have launched the 2021 INWED selfie 
cards. Download them at www.inwed.org.
uk and post with your own photograph 
and message on social media to celebrate 
INWED on 23 June. 

Here’s a recap of what to do:
• Download the template – use one of our 

messages, insert your own text or add 
your company or organisation’s logo 
alongside the INWED logo.

• Print your card or put it on your screen.
• Take a picture of yourself with it.
• Publish on Twitter, Instagram, or 

LinkedIn on 23 June or email them to us 
at inwed@wes.org.uk

Remember to use the hashtags 
#INWED21 and #EngineeringHeroes

ENGINEERING HEROES :
International Women in Engineering Day (INWED)

Our INWED21 Sponsors
INWED is only made possible through sponsorship and in 2021 we thank 
the following organisations for providing much appreciated support: Boeing, 
Cranfield University, Dornan Engineering, Engineering Construction Industry 
Training Board (ECITB), GCHQ, Institute of Refrigeration, Mercedes-AMG 
Petronas Formula One Team, OPITO, Royal Academy of Engineering, Royal 
Air Force and V12 Footwear.

23 June 2021

Engineering Heroes will be the 
theme of this year’s International 
Women in Engineering 
Day (INWED) on 23 June 2021.
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Three young women engineers have been recognised at the Institution of 
Engineering and Technology’s (IET) Young Woman Engineer of the Year 

Awards for their work in engineering. Although it wasn’t possible to celebrate 
in person at a physical awards ceremony for the 2020 Awards because of 
social distancing rules, the IET was able to host a virtual event, which also 
included a surprise appearance by British Astronaut, Tim Peake.

IET YOUNG WOMAN ENGINEER OF THE YEAR
Ella Podmore (25) was 
named as the Young Woman 
Engineer of the Year. Ella 
is a Materials Engineer for 
luxury British supercar maker 
McLaren Automotive. She is 
responsible for all the material 
investigations in the business 
across the development phases 
of the company’s supercars, 
from concept drawings, all 
the way to customers in the 
field. Balancing her time 
between experiments and 
leading technical meetings, 
Ella created the department 
from the ground-up and plans 
to demonstrate the importance 
of materials in the automotive industry even further. As the leading STEM ambassador 
for McLaren, Ella helped launch the recent competition McLaren Automotive, which ran 
with BBC Blue Peter asking children to design their ‘supercar of the future’ and was one of 
Autocar’s Top 10 ‘Rising Star’ in 2019.

Ella is keen to encourage others to broaden their opinions of engineering: “There is so 
much more to engineering than solving problems and making things,” she said. “I feel that 
I am part of a materials engineering movement and have found engineering to be ground-
breaking and beautiful.”

On winning, Ella said: “I am absolutely honoured to have been chosen by the IET and 
the judges to be this year’s winner. Those who know and work with me recognise how 
passionate I am about my science and being able to talk about that and the amazing 
supercars I get to work on at McLaren. I want to encourage the next generation of engineers 

IET Young Woman of the Year Awards

INCREDIBLE ROLE MODELS
making a real difference in engineering

and scientists to push the boundaries of 
what’s possible.”

On being recognised with the award she 
said: “It means the world to me and I am 
so humbled. The other women nominated 
are doing fabulous things like saving lives, 
so I couldn’t believe it when I was chosen. I 
appreciate the platform that comes with it.

“Women are significantly 
underrepresented in engineering and 
specifically the automotive sector. But we 
need to change the stereotypes. Any woman 
in engineering is in a position where they 
feel like they are in the spotlight, but that is 
no bad thing. I would say use that spotlight 
to motivate yourself.”

Ella feels especially thankful to have 
found her “happy place” in her chosen 
profession. “I work in a niche form 
of engineering,” she tells The Woman 
Engineer. “I am fortunate to find a division 
in the automotive industry with materials 
science as part of it. It is a great role. 
When I joined McLaren there were only a 
few females and I was the only materials 
engineer. It was tough at first, but the 
science doesn’t lie, so I could show better 
solutions to problems to improve the cars. 
It’s so important to look at the materials, 
especially in performance cars.”

Since winning the award Ella has 
been engineer by day and somewhat 
of an ambassador by night, but she 
says she’s loving that role. “It’s been a 
blissful whirlwind and if I can help those 
questioning whether they want to get into 
this, my advice would be just go for it!”

IET MARY GEORGE MEMORIAL PRIZE FOR APPRENTICES

Denize Ivy Pilatra (21), is an Apprentice Non-Destructive Examination Engineering Technician 
at BAE Systems Submarines. Denize is responsible for ensuring the structural integrity of 
submarines, working alongside technicians confirming critical components are free from 
unwanted defects.

As a passionate STEM ambassador, Denize supports many educational events including: 
World Skills Live UK and ‘The Road to Engineering’ hosted by BAE. She has been awarded 
‘MAKE UK Engineering Apprentice of the Year: Rising Star National Winner’ for her dedication 
to continuously improve, and actively promotes the endless possibilities within STEM to young 
girls.

On receiving the award Denize praised her fellow nominees, saying: “I did not expect it. I 
am amongst such amazing ladies and it’s been really inspiring getting to know them. Knowing 
that all the work we are doing together will inspire the next generation and make engineering a 
more inclusive career for everyone.”
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IET Young Woman of the Year Awards

GENDER DIVERSITY 
AMBASSADOR AWARD
Now in its second year, the Gender 
Diversity Ambassador Award recognises an 
individual’s hard work in achieving gender 
equality within the engineering industry. 
The award aims to showcase innovation 
and good practice to compliment the YWE 
Awards, by recognising the support and 
encouragement of women in STEM careers. 
The recipient of the Award for 2020 is Pam 
Wilson of BAE Systems.

Pam is passionate that engineering is 
seen as a rewarding and enjoyable career 
and she supports the promotion of STEM 
whenever she can. She actively mentors 
within her own company and externally 
and sees key skills for all future engineers 
to be problem-solving, knowledge sharing, 
balancing risks, process improvement and 
a continuous desire to learn and evolve in 
what is an ever-changing environment.

She was surprised to win the award: “I 
didn’t feel that I had given that much,” 
she said. “But it is heart-warming to hear 
the feedback. It really is rewarding to be 
an ambassador and help inspire others on 
their journey in engineering. When you 
see people grow and gain confidence it’s 
fantastic. I would encourage anyone – men 
and women – to be an ambassador and 
keep the message going and to encourage 
those already in their careers.”

These prestigious engineering industry 
awards celebrate women working in 
modern engineering – and aim to help 
change the perception that engineering 
is predominantly a career for men by 
banishing outdated engineering stereotypes 
of hard hats and dirty overalls.

As well as highlighting female 
engineering talent, the IET Young Woman 
Engineer of the Year Awards seek to find 
role models who can help address the UK 
science and engineering skills crisis by 
promoting engineering careers to more girls 
and women.

Jo Foster, Equality, Diversity and 
Inclusion Manager at the IET, said: “I’d 
like to congratulate our fantastic winners 
and highly commended recipients of this 
year’s awards. They are inspirational and 
a real credit to the engineering profession 
and will play a huge part in altering the 
perception of what a career in engineering 
and technology can look like.

“It’s vital that we champion engineering 
careers to the next generation – it’s a 
diverse, creative and exciting career, which 
offers the opportunity to do something life – 
or even – world-changing.”

WES PRIZE
The WES Prize for 2020 was awarded to 28-year-

old Shrouk El-Attar, an Electronic Engineer at 
Elvie. 

I feel that I can do anything I want
With an enthusiastic relish WES Prize winner Shrouk El-
Attar says realising an ambition to work in engineering 
is its own reward. “I feel lucky that by being an engineer 
I am able to help in a way that maybe other people 
aren’t able to. As well as using engineering to help other 
people, it’s been able to help me. I feel that by being an 
engineer I can do anything I want – it’s so creative and it 
just makes me happy.”

It’s impossible not to be impressed by Shrouk’s 
enthusiasm and humble attitude with personality traits 
that will facilitate engagement with young people who 
might be considering whether engineering is right for 
them or represents who they are. Shrouk is also a real 
champion of inclusivity and diversity. 

Shrouk is delighted to have found a profession that 
suits her personality. “I have ADHD, which means I have three million ideas at the same 
time,” she said. “It’s so good to be in a field that wants my ideas.”

On receiving the WES Prize Shrouk said: “I am really proud to be representing my 
company, which is an amazing company changing the lives of people around the world 
who’s voices and needs have traditionally not been catered for before. I would like to 
congratulate all the companies who are making a difference and for anyone else I ask 
that you join me in campaigning for equal access. I know that together we can make a 
more inclusive, diverse and welcoming engineering community.”

As an Electronic Engineer at Elvie, Shrouk engineers smart tech that improves the lives 
of women and trans men, whilst breaking down barriers and smashing taboos. Shrouk 
previously worked with surgeons operating on the eye, on IoT Tech at Intel and at Fujitsu 
in Kawasaki and undertook her Master’s research in Electron Spin Resonance (ESR). 
Shrouk has been a STEM Ambassador since 2011, teaching children about engineering 
solutions and most recently headed up a project, teaching maths to children of refugees.

Shrouk explained: “Working in the design of electronics components, I constantly have 
to smash through barriers and taboos on the products I help build every single day. It 
makes me feel very powerful.” 

Shrouk is particularly keen to highlight that anything is possible. “I arrived in the UK as 
a refugee child from Egypt and I didn’t have access to STEM education. It’s such a shame 
that through no fault of their own refugee children are told they don’t have access to the 
relevant education on arrival. We have a shortage of engineers (182,000) and there is so 
much talent that we could be utilising.”

Explaining that in Egypt a good proportion of engineers are women, Shrouk said it was 
not unusual for women to pursue a career in the sector. “Around 42 per cent of engineers 
in Eqypt are women. I would love to see a study about cultures and the differences about 
careers. I do think that one of the universal problems is that we are taught that we have 
to choose between STEM subjects or art and that is not the case.” Indeed, it is Shrouk’s 
creative mind and workload flexibility that is the attraction to the chosen line of work.

As an Electronic Engineer Shrouk’s daily work involves everything from designing 
circuits and writing firmware, to test and assembly, to designing and building robotics 
for testing products. Shrouk says: “I love that I’m rarely given an exact brief, instead I’m 
presented with a problem and have to go find a solution.

“I love that I get to transform people’s lives for a living. Being an engineer is my 
superpower.”

The winners were announced at the IET Young Woman Engineer of the Year virtual awards 
ceremony on 4 March.

British Astronaut, Tim Peake made a surprise appearance at the end of the ceremony with 
a video message congratulating the winners and finalists and talking about the importance 
of the awards.

The YWE Awards are sponsored by BAE Systems, Boeing, BP, Collins Aerospace, Frazer-
Nash, GCHQ, Leonardo UK, MBDA, Ofcom, Royal Air Force, Royal Mail, Teledyne e2v, 
Thales and Wiley.
For more information and details on the 2021 awards criteria and closing 
date for entries, visit: www.theiet.org

Finalists Bethany Probert, Melanie Jimenez 
and Neera Kukadia were all highly 
commended. All winners and finalists 
will play an ambassadorial role for the 
engineering and technology professions 
in the forthcoming months, promoting 
engineering careers to girls and young 
people.
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news...............................................................

New Fellows
WES welcomes the following as new 
Fellows:
Rihab Al Seyab, Kate Barnard, Jackie 
Cook, Tiffany Grimwade, Chrisma 
Jain, Eluned Lewis, Jacqueline Murray, 
Manisha Patel, Victoria Sharpe

Recognising the importance of 
HERITAGE
WES is pleased to announce that Helen Close has been 
appointed as WES Heritage Officer.

Helen has been working with WES on the Centenary 
Trail project since June 2019. Although that project has 
come to an end, we are delighted that Helen will now 
be able to continue to help us investigate the history of 
women engineers and the role that WES has played. She 
will also explore how we can record the achievements of 
today’s women engineers and share their stories in the 
public sphere. 

Helen will continue to support volunteers with the 
transcription of the Verena Holmes diaries, as well as 
working with our Partners and Partner Members. Helen 
will be looking at how long their organisations have been 
established and how long have they been employing 
women.

She will also research their first woman engineer, what year they were employed and if 
there was a particular “turning point” or initiative that helped the organisation to take the 
positive step to employ a woman engineer. She will also be working with our Members. 

Look at the Centenary Trail Map in your locality and if there is a woman engineer 
from your area you can find out more about her from Wikipedia. If you are part of any 
local community Facebook pages, perhaps you could post and ask if anyone has any 
memories of them. Alternatively, you could ask your community if they know of any 
engineering companies locally that employed only women (e.g. Holmes & Leather in 
Gillingham, Kent, Erinex in Flore, Northampton and Atalanta in Loughborough).

Helen is looking forward to continuing this important work and can be contacted 
on 07907 999129.

New 
Members
WES welcomes the following new 
Members:
Sumayyah Abdulla, Tosin Adedipe, Mike 
Aitchison, Ayomide Sitrat Amodemaja, 
Caroline Anderson, Cate Anthony, 
Udeshika Appuhamilage, Effie Baram, 
Stephanie Barber, Megan Barnes-
Wood, Eleanor Bean, Roseanna 
Bloxham, Marcela Bongiorno, Claire 
Brockett, Foram Brown, Laura Brown, 
Laura Burns, Jim Burton, Candice 
Buxey-Connolly, Bronwen Byng, 
Antoinette Chamberlain, Melissa 
Chambers, Monica Chandran, Cathy 
Cojeen, Lisa-Jayne Cook, Gillian 
Coutts, Zoe Davidson, Katie Delaney, 
Laura Dixon, Valerie Dosch, Martine 
Dushime, Annabel Earp, Isi Judith 
Ejohwomu, Catherine Folkson, 
Vaibhavi Fukey, Mark Geoghegan, 
Emma Gibbons, Suki Gilliland, 
Michaela Gkantou, Emma Goldie, 
Tarryn Greenlaw, Rachel Greenwood, 
Nikita Hari, Martha Hart, Anupama 
Hatti, Grace Hemsworth, Stewart 
Jackson, Karina Jones, Alunga Kalawe, 
Samantha Katanda, Samantha Kerr, 
Sajida Khanom, Holli Kimble, Amanda 
Kinbrum, Stefan Kukula, Ailie Law, 
Karoline Lende, Melanie Lyons, Henna 
Mahmood, Malwina Makarewicz, 
Natalie Martin, Tsungi Maruta, Charlotte 
McAndrew, Kirsten McLaughlin, Clare 
McTigue, Edwina Mercer, Rosalind 
Minto, Sarah Mogford, Fatai Momoh, 
Emily Morgan, Fiona Muir, Tanya 
Mustafa, Rushna Nawaz, Rachel 
Nurse, Melissa Odling, Lisa Pogson, 
Giuseppina Porcu, Bhavina Prag, 
Charlotte Robertson, Michelle Russ, 
Alice Rutter-Eley, Mikaela Sanchez, 
Anusha Shah, Navanna Shine, Chloe 
Skidmore, Laura Smith, Adam Smith, 
Emma Spillane, Aikaterini Stamou, 
Shona Tait, Winnie Kwok Yee Tang, 
Fi Taylor, Camilla Thomson, Begum 
Tokay, Eleftheria Tsalamegka, Sally 
Turner, Zandan Uvgunkhuu, Amy Van 
de Sande, Konstantina Vasilopoulou, 
Adrian Vaz, Lena Wachuka, Isolda 
Wilson, Isabella Wynn 

Meet the newest member of 
the WES TEAM
Tristan Holland has joined the WES team as the new Membership 
Manager. 

Tristan has over nine years’ experience in membership management 
roles working in a variety of sectors, including the motor industry at the 
Motor Ombudsman as Member Services Manager and more recently 
at the Faculty of Public Health as Membership Manager. He brings 
a wealth of knowledge and experience in membership engagement, 
account management as well as committee work and database 
development. 

Speaking about his new role Tristan said: “I am really looking forward to my new role at WES 
helping and supporting our members. WES has a wonderful history over 100 years of offering 
guidance, support and professional development to our Members and I hope to make my own 
contribution to WES’ future.” 
Contact Tristan regarding anything related to membership: tristan.holland@wes.org.uk

Early Careers Board – POSTER COMPETITION
As part of International Women in Engineering Day on 23 June, the ECB is inviting 

young people between the ages of 11 and 18 to participate in a poster competition 
with the theme of ‘Engineering Heroes’. 

The ‘Draw an Engineer’ competition, aimed at children between the ages of five and 
eleven, will be based on the same theme, so get your children ready to explore and 
think about their Engineering Heroes or what an engineering hero might look like! Both 
competitions are open for entry now and the competition will close on Friday 2 July 
2021. The aim of the competitions is to encourage young people to think of who inspires 
them within engineering and ignite their interest in the profession. All the competition 
details can be found at www.inwed.org.uk/competitions, where there are also some 
fantastic entries from last year. The ECB is really looking forward to all the submissions 
for 2021.
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Partner News

We are delighted to announce that SME Graduate 
Recruitment and Foram Brown Ltd have signed up to 

our brand-new Start-Up Partnership grade. WES has designed 
the Partnership to assist the next cohort of engineering 
businesses to pledge their support to diversity in engineering.

The new Partnership category has been created to ensure that 
all organisations can gain support for their equality, diversity, and 
inclusion goals no matter their turnover or infancy. The Start-Up 
Partnership is targeted at organisations in their first three years of 
registration and with less than £250k turnover.

SME Graduate Employment Director, Matthew Parry joined the 
WES Partnership programme to help highlight the employment opportunities that exist within 
SME organisations. He explained: “Many of the businesses I work with all have great career 
opportunities in common but are often overshadowed by the bigger graduate employers and 
are not always able to connect with the best students and graduates. Similarly, students and 
graduates are not always aware of the great opportunities that SMEs can offer, even though 
over 99 per cent of businesses in the UK fall into that category. There are not enough women 
in engineering; by partnering with WES, I hope to make more women students and graduates 
aware of the fantastic opportunities that are offered by SMEs.”

Partner News
WES is delighted to welcome Smith and 

Nephew, our new Company Plus Partner, 
along with new Company Partners: Amey 
plc, Costa Express, KONE, RWC (Reliance 
Worldwide Corporation Ltd), Sellafield Ltd and 
YASA Limited. 

A special welcome to our Not for Profit Partner 
GCHQ. 

We are also extremely excited to welcome the 
following new Start Up Partners, SME Graduate 
Employment and Foram Brown Ltd. 

We are also grateful to our renewing Partners 
which include: Airbus, Anthony Best Dynamics Ltd, 
AstraZeneca, Burns & McDonnell, Cordant People, 
Cubic, Cundall, Dialog Semiconductor, Durham 
University, Dyson Institute of Engineering and 
Technology, East Sussex County Council, Edinburgh 
Napier University, EEMUA (The Engineering 
Equipment and Materials Users Association), 
FDCO Services, General Dynamics UK Ltd, GKN 
Automotive, Gratte Brothers, H+H Fire, Heriot-Watt 
University, Imperial College London, Network Rail, 
Nova Systems, Open University, QMUL (Queen 
Mary University of London), Rotork, SSE (Scottish & 
Southern Energy PLC),Thales, Toyota Manufacturing 
(UK), Uniper Energy, University of Sussex.
For WES partnership enquiries, contact:
partners@wes.org.uk

WES signs up its first START-UP PARTNERS

SME Graduate Employment 
SME Graduate Employment was launched in December 2020 by Matthew Parry, who has 
been in the recruitment industry since 2005, the last five years specialising in student and 
graduate roles. Previously, he worked in positions of responsibility in customer service. The 
business covers the UK, and while most industry sectors and job types are covered, the focus 
is on all engineering disciplines. Matthew sources and places work-ready university students 
and graduates in internships, placements, and permanent roles with small to medium sized 
businesses.  
www.sme-graduates.co.uk 

WES has been working with industry 
Partners for several years. Organisations 
dedicated to improving workforce diversity 
engage with businesses of all sizes, stages, 
and sectors with similar challenges. The 
introduction of the Start-Up Partnership is 
aimed at plugging a gap in the industry and to 
support organisations that could be present in 
the FTSE 100 one day.

WES CEO, Elizabeth Donnelly, said: “As 
someone who has also set up and run my 
own business, I know you need all the help 
you can get in the early stages. That’s why 
I’m delighted that WES is supporting women 
engineers starting their own business by 
offering a new low-cost partnership for start-
ups. Partnering can give new businesses a leg 
up through partner networking opportunities 
and access to our expert resources for 
companies. We hope that this will be the 
beginning of a long-standing relationship with 
new companies as they grow and expand.” 

We encourage more organisations to 
support start-ups with similar opportunities to 
help improve equality diversity and inclusion 
within engineering.
For more information contact:
Beatrice Pryor, Partnerships Manager,
email: Beatrice.Pryor@wes.org.uk 

NOMINATE now for WES 
Awards
WES is seeking nominations for the Amy Johnson Inspiration Award 
and Men As Allies Award for 2021.

The Amy Johnson Inspiration Award honours an individual who 
is currently working in a non-engineering role who has made a truly 
remarkable achievement in furthering diversity within engineering 
and applied sciences. This award serves to recognise the efforts of 
an individual in inspiring more women to enter and/or remain in the 
engineering and technical professions.

With men holding the majority of roles within engineering and applied 
sciences, it is crucial that they are involved in making the cultural changes 
needed to attract and retain women in these fields. The Men as Allies 
Award seeks to celebrate a male engineer, or other professional male 
working within the engineering, technical and applied science sectors, 
who has gone above the call of duty to support his female colleagues, 
and address the gender imbalance within engineering and applied 
sciences in general.
The closing date for both awards is Monday 12 July 2021. To apply or 
nominate for either award visit: www.wes.org.uk

Foram Brown Ltd
Foram Brown Ltd is a purpose led 
business providing women leadership 
and executive search solutions for 
engineering sectors. They help companies authentically recruit women in 
engineering by providing board composition, C-Level, Executive, Director and 
management search.

CEO and Founder, Foram Brown said: “Womenship with WES is the beginning 
of helping each other create an amazing future for our daughters.”
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Surviving Working from
home as a parent

DORNAN ENGINEERING

No children were harmed in this photo

Do you want to be an
engineer when you are
older like mummy?

Mummy’s on
a call, stay

quiet!

No! That is soo boring.
All you do all day is sit
on your computer and

on the phone!

■ Organisation: Try and organise
the kids the night before (work
printed, packed lunches, gadgets
charged for live lessons).

■ Flexibility: Make your schedule
flexible to allow for interruptions
for family needs.

■ Realisation: It is not possible to
be a full-time mum, teacher and
employee at one time!

■ Prioritise: Set out an achievable
list of goals every day (work and

home). Make it realistic you can
always add to it!

■ Time Out: Designate 30 minutes
4 times a week for yourself. Go for
a walk, have a bath, read a book.Try
to ensure that it is uninterrupted
“me-time”.

■ Relax: Don't stress over
homeschooling; just do the best you
can! Encourage the kids to
complete their work but accept
that some days the work may not
be achieved.

TIPS

CLAIR KEOHANE

Document Controller
Mother of three children:
5, 7, 8 years olds

Clair – Lockdown was a significant culture
shock to everyone in our house. Meeting
work demands while being a teacher to three
different year groups, a chef and housekeeper
proved a mammoth task and logistical
nightmare. I resorted to being mum during
the day and “working” early mornings and at
night, which was not sustainable.

LYNDA HURLEY

Senior Mechanical Engineer
Mother of three children:
3, 7, 12 year olds

Lynda – People have adapted and become
more understanding of people's situations
and limitations. People commented “Isn't it
great you are home with the kids.” – Yes, I
was at home with my kids, but only physically.

May 2020 marked the 90th anniversary of Amy Johnson’s 
incredible solo flight from England to Australia. To celebrate the 
anniversary and engage young audiences with Amy’s story, an 
online project has been set up by Jenny Lockyer, a woman keen 
to spread the word. 

She explained: “Jason Flies Again! is an ambitious project, which invites 
children across the world to celebrate the 90th anniversary of Amy’s 
amazing flight by making a model of her plane, film themselves with their 
planes and then send me the footage to collate into a film recreating the 
flight. Activities also echo Amy’s vision to champion connections across 
continents, which at a time of lockdown and isolation for many, seems 
especially relevant.” 

Jason was the name Amy Johnson gave her Gipsy Moth aeroplane and 
she referred to him as “a dear and valued friend.”

“Since the anniversary last spring, children across the world have been 
busy making their Jason planes,” Jenny Lockyer said. “A short film has 
been produced featuring the children’s planes and recreating Amy and 
Jason’s flight! With the launch of the film, ‘Jason Flies Again!’, the project 
remains open for submissions so that more children in the UK and across 
the world are able to take part.” 

To get involved, anyone can request a PDF kit of Jason which can be 
emailed and then printed off at home, but if children want to create their 
own Jasons or even draw and send in a picture, they can. Full information 
on taking part can be found at: www.jennylockyer.co.uk/jasonfliesagain

Engaging with children in the name of a 
great aviator

General News

ADVERTISEMENT
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Opening the virtual event on 20 and 
21 April, WES President Dawn 

Childs said: “There has been great input 
from engineers and particularly women 
engineers over the past year to navigate 
us through a shocking period.”

This was particularly evident in the 
first day’s keynote presentation from Prof 
Catherine Noakes OBE who spoke about 
her cross-discipline research into how 
people are exposed to pathogens and 
pollutants in buildings and how to design 
effective engineered controls. Prof Noakes is 
one of a small group of people in the world 
who work in this area, whose expertise has 
been called on to tackle the large crisis we 
have been dealing with during the past year.

Catherine explained that “you don’t 
say no” when you receive a call from 
the Government asking you to set up 
a committee to look into a new SARS 
virus! This is exactly the call to action she 
received in March 2020 which led to her 
being involved in a sub-group of SAGE to 
assist in providing data and input to tackle 
what was the onset of a global pandemic. 
She told attendees about her reaction on 
getting ‘the call’. “I was slightly terrified at 
the time…I don’t know how we did it, but 
within a week we had an advisory group. 
Within another week, we had written a 
paper and it’s been an absolute whirlwind 
since then.”

Catherine and the advisory group 
consider how and where transmission 
occurs, and they link into other SAGE 
groups. They provide a cross-disciplinary 
environment offering different perspectives, 
different languages and international 

Engineers – crucial for a post-Covid society

On line and on point is how 
the WES Annual Conference 
2021 can be described, 
thanks to the candid and 
inspiring presentations from 
a wide range of speakers 
highlighting how engineers 
are actively ‘serving society’.

experience to form a consensus about how transmission occurs, which is then used to help 
form policy.

Speaking about Covid, she said: “There are multiple ways in which people can get 
infected and multiple transmission mechanisms all tangled up with social behavioural and 
socio-economic measures.”

She went on to discuss issues such as investigating transmission options, data analysis 
and how to work within a government structure. Aside from the obvious pressure of 
understanding and evaluating the data and working to help advise on possible solutions 
to reduce transmission, Catherine said one of the greatest challenges was learning the 
pitfalls with regards inappropriate terminology and language barriers. “The advice we 
give massively impacts people’s lives and we need to find the best way of communicating 
evidence. Sentences get taken out of context and you must be careful what you are writing 
and use careful terminology.” An example she gave being the use of the word “particles” 
instead of the technical term “aerosol” in a public setting so that the public didn’t 
misunderstand.

She also had a steep learning curve in terms of learning to talk to the media, but she was 
thrilled at the media coverage, which gave attention to the profession. “Never in our history 
has there been such mass media coverage of science, engineering and technology,” she 
enthused. “Also, I have never seen interdisciplinary work like this – I’ve now got a huge 
network of people.”

With a crystal ball to the future, she said it was a complex issue. “Buildings in the UK 
aren’t well ventilated – we need to decide what we do about this. We also need to tackle 
underpinning inequalities and need to get systems in place for the next pandemic and make 
our post-Covid society more resilient. Engineers will be crucial for this.”

Catherine claimed: “What engineers don’t do enough at the moment is influence 
policy.” She said that by being aware of the connections engineers make and fine-tuning 
communications skills this could change. Her advice for fellow engineers is to build a 
skillset to facilitate an awareness of context, get involved in events early in their career 
and broaden awareness. She said: “Feed into requests for evidence and information, get 
involved if you are an expert. It’s not about a competition, support others in the field, goals 
are great but be aware and stay open-minded.”

As for the past year, she said: “It turns out that niche stuff is much more important than 
you think!”

Catherine’s advice to place communications as an important aspect of an engineer’s role 
was further expanded by other speakers, including Claire Jones, EMEA Talent Acquisition 
Manager and Vera Blanke, Senior Manager Datacenter Operations Support at Equinix. 

INFLUENCE IN THE CORRIDORS OF POWER
An opportunity to influence government, came after years of working in science and 
engineering in the defence industry for Dr Helen Meese, Founder and CEO of The Care 

WES Annual Conference
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Machine Ltd, a pat on the back for 
someone who was told she “was not 
very bright” by her maths teacher. Years 
later, armed with a degree in electro 
chemical power engineering and a PhD 
in turbocharging, Dr Meese went on to 
do “some cool stuff: blowing things up 
and driving tanks.” Sideways moves into 
a role at the IMechE, then setting up her 
own business have resulted in a focus on 
biomedical engineering to develop systems 
and technology to solve clinical problems. 
“The pandemic has brought this discipline 
to the fore,” she said. The profession is 
widespread and involves working in 
hospitals, universities, government and 
industry to design equipment. Helen was 
called upon to work with the NHS to recruit 
1,000 engineers to support services at the 
Nightingale hospitals during the past year 
and found herself becoming a spokesperson 
in the media on the matter. She detailed 
her journey and urged those listening: 
“Do everything with passion. Your skills 
could change the way we live today and 
ultimately save lives.”

Dr Karin Hing of Queen Mary University 
of London also discussed the virtues of 
biomedical engineering, under the title 
of ‘Tales of an accidental engineer – an 
unplanned life in bioengineering.’ The 
presentation echoed several during 
the conference, detailing how career 
progression can be very different to a 
planned route after school. Dr Hing 
explained how summer jobs and chance 
meetings could affect the working 
environment a person finds themselves 
in, but that this can often bring “surprise 
opportunities and achievements.”

TELLING THE STORY 
Opportunities and shared passions were 
highlighted during the keynote address 
on day two, delivered by Dr Hayaatun 
Sillem CBE, CEO of the Royal Academy 
of Engineering. She detailed the many 
programs RAE has instigated during the 
past year to deliver advice and support 
alongside scientific advice in the UK 
and internationally. She also echoed the 
sentiment of other speakers: “We don’t tell 

the story enough. Policymakers need to understand what engineers do and how they can 
help.”

She explained the Innovation in a Crisis programme which highlighted strong themes 
such as the need for a clear, compelling goal. “Everyone needs to understand the goals 
to accelerate solutions,” she said. “People, teams and collaborations were absolutely 
critical. In this situation [pandemic] we didn’t have the luxury of time. We needed teams 
who respected each other’s professions and trusted each other to accelerate the process of 
building trust. Self-disruption was also vital to find innovative ways of getting things done. 
The ecosystem was crucial. The coming together of all the actors – government, industry, 
the NHS – working collaboratively to overcome barriers. These are incredible behaviours 
that we don’t see under normal circumstances.” 

She said a new culture also had to be adopted with generosity, low egos and trust in 
experts. “People worked unbelievably long hours to deliver a programme. Our attitude to 
risk changed. Innovators recognised that only through taking risks could companies and 
government tackle the pandemic.”

She joked how “we have all done a decade’s worth of digital progress in a year,” 
explaining how remote systems, whilst not new technologies, have been put to a much-
increased use in the past twelve months. She also highlighted that the “enormous swings 
in patterns of behaviour as many people went online” resulted in increased pressure for 
engineers in supporting this – digital technologies, electricity, cyber security of people 
working from home etc. “The fact that we haven’t had more disruptions is a huge credit to 
engineers,” she said.

Looking back and looking forward she referred to the “never waste a good crisis” theory. 
“When the imperative is strong enough we can do the things that seemed impossible,” she 
enthused. “This crisis is a turning point for diversity and inclusion. Despite the challenges 
and enormous difficulties of the past year, we have undergone learning and changes that 
can help us move forward. Flexible working, mental health, focus on resilience, greater 
collective acknowledgement with regards racism and sexism. The shape of work and our 
industrial base is changing fast and upskilling is vital. We have raised our ambitions.”

BEING KIND TO YOURSELF
Indeed, the manner in which our working life has changed was highlighted by Elena 
Liquete, Head of Professional Development & Undergraduate Experience, The Dyson 
Institute of Engineering and Technology. She said: “The cognitive load is much higher in 
video chats. In normal life, lots of communication is non-verbal. Our brains have to work 
harder to pick up communication in digital meetings.”

She recommended the Dyson Institute’s Five ways to mental wellbeing:
 � Connect – phone calls, walking with a buddy for motivation etc.
 � Be Active – online exercise class, walking a neighbour’s dog etc.
 � Take Notice – be aware of what is taking place in the present and the world around 
us such as listening to the birds in the garden, nature, going outside without wearing 
headphones, scented candles.

 � Keep Learning – this enhances self-esteem and encourages social interaction. Try 
something new or re-discover an old hobby.

 � Give – help others, volunteer, donate or undertake acts of kindness.
She said: “It is advised to set an easy goal and then stretch the goal for each of the five 

ways. Make conscious choices or in everyday life. You need all five to really help with 
mental wellbeing and to stay well and healthy.”

Meanwhile, Vicky Paley of The Saturday Project explained that a way to be kind to 
yourself is to: “Make every day feel like the weekend. This way there is no need for a 

WES would like to acknowledge 
the support of our sponsors 
for the Annual Conference 
2021: Amazon, BAE Systems, 
The Dyson Institute and Ford. 
Their contribution enables us 
to deliver this valuable and 
inspirational information. 

WES Annual Conference
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countdown to Friday night.” She said: “Work is 
a part of life, so I don’t like the term work/life 
balance. Balance is bespoke and personal, you 
don’t need to take away from one part of life to 
have something else in another part of life.”

She encouraged participants to check out The 
Wheel of Life tool, which can be downloaded 
online, and undertake the exercise at least once a 
quarter.

Explaining that regaining balance is linked to 
habit stacking, she urged: “Don’t radically change 
your routine to regain balance, this is dangerous as 
you can fall off the wagon so it’s not sustainable. 
Our brains like the path of least resistance. It’s 
better to connect a new habit with an old habit. 
Choose small things to add on. Try and trick your 
brain so it doesn’t realise you are doing it. Balance 
is about understanding what’s important to you 
and what your values are.”

She said learning to say ‘no’ was a “very valuable tool and empowering.”
Dr Manisha Patel, Director & Coach at Kuzuko Group spoke about the five ways to 

succeed when entering the job market and in particular about how important it is to 
“develop a personal brand.” She said: “There are many things you can do, but remember it 
is also important to network, so get involved with WES.”

Simon Blake, Chief Executive, Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) England urged people to: 
“Identify signs and changes in people to spot worrying issues.” He also applauded the “ask 
once, ask twice” mantra. “Asking someone a second time ‘are you okay’ can make all the 
difference,” he said. “We need to tackle this at an organisational/institutional level but there 
are things we can do ourselves. We need to get better at deliberately slowing down and 
thinking about it.”

Lizzie Barr, Chair, WES Apprentice Board, and Natalie Tang, Vice-Chair for WES 
University Groups Board also discussed mental health and the workplace. We will feature 
their thoughts in a more detailed report on mental health and the workplace in the next 
issue of The Woman Engineer.

DIGITAL ASSETS
The rail network provides a vital role in serving society and, despite the complexities of the 
past year, constant upgrades to the network enable a service that is fit for purpose during 
the 21st century. Malcolm Keys of BAI Communications UK explained how important 
it is for the transport sector to provide a digital asset to serve our community. “Provision 
of properly connected trains is a huge challenge,” he warned. “A system where people 
can genuinely work and access data whilst commuting and travelling. There is a similar 
issue for smart roads which will form part of an autonomous vehicles solution. Our digital 
network needs to be of a very high standard. We must solve how we transmit and receive 
information in a wireless way.” He explained the intricacies of building new infrastructure, 
such as Crossrail, whilst maintaining and upgrading existing and often old infrastructure 
such as the London Underground and New York subway, highlighting how radio 
transmitters and receivers were integrated. “In the future, the mobile rail communications 
system will need to be re-built. We are growing our business in the UK and we will need an 
increasing number of engineers as we expand.”

Kamini Edgley, Director of Engineering & Asset Management, Network Rail concurred. 
“Network Rail is currently upgrading its rail infrastructure and communications systems,” 
she said. “This is the foundation for a successful and sustainable economy.” She said 
she is “proud” of how Network Rail has reacted and adapted to the pandemic. With 
a “tremendous amount of work” undertaken by the company to ensure staff remained 
safe whilst keeping goods and people moving, she said it was a complex issue because: 
“Most of the physical work is undertaken in teams, so it was quite a challenge with social 
distancing.” She said throughout the pandemic productivity had improved, with a benefit 
being that a “quieter period” on the network meant important maintenance work could be 
undertaken and she cited “resilience” as the solution.

“Our people have been good – we have worked collaboratively to develop solutions. 
That’s what engineering is all about. Knowing we are making a difference to society. Future-
proofing tomorrow is also a big part of engineering. It has been a challenging year for the 
world and we have seen the importance of science and engineering in offering solutions.”

Former WES Council member Alexandra Walker of Ford Motor Company used 
her “passion for data” as the basis of her presentation on Ford’s global powertrain 
manufacturing engineering’s involvement with the Penlon consortium to upscale 
production of ventilators in the UK at the height of the pandemic. Alexandra set the scene: 
“Penlon made two to three ventilators a week, but needed to upscale to several hundred a 
day! The ventilators came out of the Ford plant, they were then shipped to Penlon, which 

shipped them out.” She explained that the 
ability, just three weeks after prototype, to 
deliver the required number was down to 
“tracking data”.

She said: “Power applications were 
developed to collect quality data, 
which was used to enhance production 
applications, we could see what was going 
well and what wasn’t. We shared the data 
with other members of the consortium. 
We listened to the data and the project 
doubled the UK stock of ventilators. We 
delivered 11,683 of the relevant ventilators 
to the NHS. This amounted to twelve years 
of Penlon production in twelve weeks. By 
the time we reached the last two thousand 
units, we were producing one every three 
and a half minutes. All of this was possible 
because of the data.

“All those in the consortium 
communicated virtually and were on board 
immediately. Everything was done remotely 
with a clear goal self-selecting and we had 
the tools to do it. The person with the ability 
to deliver, made the decisions – top down, 
bottom up. It was a flat team with a lack of 
structure, with everyone having a voice.”

WITH THANKS
WES would like to thank all of the speakers 
for their candid and often very personal 
presentations which highlighted the pivotal 
commitment engineers have made serving 
society to combat a pandemic and drive our 
economy forward. Many practical projects 
have emphasised the enormous contribution 
that engineering makes to our daily lives, 
most notably during times of crisis. It is also 
important to remember that all these ‘wonder 
women’ have home lives – family, partners, 
children. They are amongst us and it is time 
the world recognised the roles women 
engineers play in providing solutions to day 
to day living and on a grand humanitarian 
scale.

Breakout network sessions were also 
held throughout the two days of the virtual 
annual conference and we thank everyone 
for their contributions to some very thought-
provoking discussions.
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For the sixth year running, members 
and supporters of WES will be 

posting photographs of Lottie Dolls 
at work during Tomorrow’s Engineers 
Week (November 2021) to show the 
huge range of careers available in 
engineering. 

During the week, photographs will be posted 
on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Instagram with 
the hashtag #WESLottieTour. We also encourage 
volunteers to produce video content, because 
platforms such as TikTok and YouTube are very 
popular amongst primary age students.

The aim of the project is to present images of 
what a career in engineering might look like by 
use of a Lottie Doll to help capture the imagination 
of young girls and boys. The plan is for parents, 
grandparents and other family members and 
friends to share the online photographs with the 
young people in their lives, who may not have 
access to social media, so that this sparks an interest 
in engineering.

Lottie Tour has grown massively in the past few years, starting with just ten volunteers in its 
first year, to over 170 in 2019. Lottie has continued to capture the imagination of hundreds of 
people throughout the UK and beyond, travelling to many countries including USA, Malawi and 
Antarctica. 

We are proud to announce that for the second year running, the WES Lottie Tour is being 
sponsored by GKN Automotive. To find out more about the benefits of sponsorship or to sponsor 
the Lottie Tour, visit the Lottie Tour website. 

The project is being organised by WES’ Early Careers Board (ECB) members, Kate Mactear 
and Vera Ngosi-Sambrook. To register your interest to be involved in the Lottie Tour this year, 
or to become a sponsor, visit the Lottie Tour website or contact the ECB at: ecb@wes.org.uk 

WES Early Careers Board
Lottie embarks on her sixth 
#WESLottieTour

Tomorrow’s Engineers Week
Tomorrow’s Engineers Week takes place 
during the first week of November each 
year and shines a spotlight on engineers 
and engineering careers. It is an 
opportunity to highlight to young people 
the incredible things engineers work on 
and the range of jobs available in the 
industry www.tomorrowsengineers.org.uk  

Lottie Dolls
Lottie Dolls were launched in August 2012. The collection of dolls and accessories is now on 
sale in over 30 countries and has won over 30 international toy awards. Developed alongside 
British academics, the bodies of Lottie Dolls are proportionate to nine-year-old children 
rather than to adults. The brand’s mission is to encourage all children – regardless of gender, 
ability or ethnicity – to follow all their dreams, to be themselves, to play – imaginatively and 
adventurously – and to have fun. Lottie Dolls are empowering toys for girls and boys alike. 
www.lottie.com

 
	

WES News

The WES Early Careers Board (ECB) 
was set up in 2016 with the aim 
of making WES more accessible for 
younger members.
For more information visit:
www.weslottietour.org.uk/ecb.html

If you would like to follow the Lottie 
Tour this year all of the images from 
the week can be viewed by searching 
#WESLottieTour on Twitter, Facebook, 
LinkedIn or Instagram, or following
@WESECB1919 and @Lottie_dolls on 
Twitter.
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